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Dagsuz Mannisa

Pronunciation: Dah-sooz/Dah-soo Man ee-sa

Note: the name is derived from a combination of Elder Futhark runes.

General Information

Species: Yamataian
Gender: Male
Age; Body: 2 Soul: ~43
Employer: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Technician
Rank: Nitô Heisho
Current Assignment: Unknown

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5 feet 10 inches
Mass: 148 lbs
Build and Skin Color: Slender build, pale / white skin tone.
Facial Features and Eye Color: European facial features, violet eyes
Hair color and Style: Straight, white hair, which reaches down 4 inches below shoulder line, it is
one of the things he takes pride in most.
Distinguishing Features: Personal insignia 'tattooed' centered 1 inch below shoulder line
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Dagsuz is a friendly fellow, though somewhat aloof when first encountering someone.
He chooses his close friends very carefully and sparingly, but is loyal to them fiercely. He is,
despite his friendly manner, quite distrustful of others and has little faith in the decisions of others.
He is not arrogant enough, however, to try to usurp his commanding officer. He respects most
everyone, though he may wholly disagree with them. He often works himself to exhaustion under
stressful situations, neglecting the needs of his body in favor of repairs. He is only able to
accomplish this because of his mastery of the biological 'autopilot', which he puts to use rather
often. His short term memory sometimes fails him in this state.
Likes: Rare cooked red meats, small sweet cakes, fruit juices, watching others go about their day,
Creating things.
Dislikes: Heavy humidity, loud telepaths, things he cannot do, being told he cannot do something
he knows he is capable of, dark matter.
Goals: To serve, protect, discover and create

History

Dagsuz has, as far as anyone is concerned, no notable past before his transference to a Yamataian-type
body (late YE 28). He never discusses it because it never comes up. He began his training, etc, directly
after the body transference to become an engineer and technician for the Star Army of Yamatai, and was
assigned to the YSS Sakura fresh from his training. Here, he served as a technician through the demise of
the ship, without permission and likely illegally crafting technologies out of spare parts. Most notable
were the psionic grenade and his now-banned work on projected force techniques. He continued on with
the same crew aboard the YSS Plumeria, unfortunately not surviving the ship's demise. His close
involvement with Nanimo, Rei over a few missions and much of his offtime was rather brutally cut off at
her death aboard the YSS Plumeria due to the absence of a recent soul transfer backup, and he is still
debating whether or not he should make himself known should Rei ever be revived. Dagsuz was assigned
to the YSS Asamoya for a time, but is now technically AWOL.

Skills:

Maintenance and Repair: In order to facilitate his duties as a technical sentry, Dagsuz received
extensive training in the maintenance and repair of Star Army shuttles, power armors, and
starships. He is adequately proficient at doing maintenance and repair work on any ship model as a
part of a team, and at repairing a shuttle or a power armor with the proper tools. Dagsuz is also
somewhat proficient with the maintenance and repair of Star Army ground vehicles.

Communication: Dagsuz is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships,
power armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. He is fluent in English and
Japanese. He can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms,
issue orders under fire, etc. Dagsuz is also capable of encrypted telepathic communication.
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Fighting: Dagsuz received hand-to-hand combat and ranged combat training. He is skilled in
combat, both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero gravity, with and without weapons. Weapons
he is trained in include energy pistols, energy rifles, grenades, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation: Dagsuz is capable of operating any computer system that uses the
Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for
information.

Mathematics: Dagsuz received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and
trigonometry, and displays a special affinity for raw number usage.

Engineering: Dagsuz is extensively trained as a mechanical engineer, and has spent his free time
expanding his engineering knowledge on the more controversial fronts. He has a special affinity for
creating things from spare parts, and often does so compulsively.

Survival and Military: Dagsuz received thorough survival training as a part of his overall course.
He is sufficiently adept at Finding water, land navigation with and without directional implements,
shelter construction, hunting, signaling, and camouflage. Special attention was paid to survival
techniques that assumed very little or no workable materials.

—-

Current KS balance:1800 Current possessions (outside of the Standard Issue [SI] items): None

Design History

Full unit designs

Hell Unit Power Armor Psyche Engineering Power Armor

Unique Systems

Psionic Effect Driver/Controller (PEDC) (as PSC, with amplification capabilites) (Design:100%)
(build:0%) (ready to be built)
Spatial Deviancy Drive (SDD) (Defensive teleportation system) (Design:10%) (build:0%) (in
developement, pending deconstruction and analysis of Teleportation pack)
Omnidirectional Aether Projection System (ODAPS) (Design:45%) (build:0%)(in
developement) : (4 second firing time for maximum of 4 targets, targeting time of 4 independant
targets is 10 seconds. Cooldown time of 20 seconds after full discharge of 2 second sustained
aether beam to 4 targets.)
Enhanced Aetheric Generator and Capacitor system (Design:100%) (build:0%) (Ready to be
built)
Gravatic Extrusion Driver (GED) (Design:72%) (build:0%) (in developement)
Cibo AI Suite (Design:5%) (build:0%) (To be planned)
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Character Owner icra
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Nitô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
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